
Michael Dinges uses the shiny white surface of discarded Apple MacBook computers as his canvas. He engraves them in 
much the same way that sailors decorated the byproducts of their world- whale teeth and bone - to create the works of art
known as scrimshaw. By transforming these mass-produced computers into singular objects of wonder and beauty, Dinges
“forces us to reconsider what we used them for in the first place and whether they’re now devoid of value. Do they 
disappearjust because we threw them away?” Keith Recker - Hand/Eye Magazine

The DEAD LAPTOP SERIES also pays tribute to early American schoolgirl samplers (Dinges says, “the keyboard represents 
the alphabet.”) with their embroidered exemplars of virtuous behavior. Entwined with Dinges’ dense imagery is a 
compendium of 21st century privacy and environmental concerns and warnings. For example, “Of all the creatures in the 
ocean, beware those feeding on Brownian motion” and “The innocent have nothing to fear from the surveillance of desire.”

At the core of all the embellished laptops in the series, the Apple logo remains, “a symbol of temptation and the moral 
dilemmas of our time.”

Michael Dinges lives in Chicago. He has exhibited in both solo and group exhibitions throughout the Midwest, as well as 
New York, Miami, and Vancouver.

Presenting his first solo show in New York at Tekserve seemed like a perfect fit since the artist takes inspiration from classic 
design and technology. Tekserve has been celebrating the best of the past as well as selling the latest 
          Apple computers, accessories and assorted tools and toys for audio/
                     visual pros and enthusiasts since its inception in 1987. Michael Dinges’ 
         artwork will be displayed throughout the main floor of Tekserve, 
                                                                         surrounded by the store’s iconic collection of radios, microphones, Mac 
                                                                         computers, and of course the vintage Coke machine, still dispensing 
         cold bottles for just 10 cents. 



Michael Dinges will be at TEKSERVE for the Saturday, Oct 15th opening and on Monday, October 17th at 6:30PM for a 
special talk on the influence anonymous scrimshaw and needlework sampler artists had on the “DEAD LAPTOP SERIES.”He 
will be at TEKSERVE for the Saturday, Oct 15th opening and on Monday, October 17th at 6:30PM for a special talk on the 
influence anonymous scrimshaw and needlework sampler artists had on the “DEAD LAPTOP SERIES.”

Images from THE DEAD LAPTOP SERIES & other Artifacts from the Recent Present show can be accessed at www.tekserve.
com/art and  www.michaeldinges.com.

EXHIBITION DATES Saturday, October 15-Tuesday, November 22,2011 TEKSERVE is located at 119 West 23 Street, be-
tween 6th & 7th Avenues, just a few blocks east of Chelsea’s art gallery district.

STORE HOURS Mon.-Fri.: 9-8, Sat.: 10-6, Sun.: 12-6 For information about Tekserve’s ongoing RECYCLE THE PAST pro-
gram and ewaste drop off days, check in at www.tekserve.com/recycling. 

For more information about art@tekserve, please contact: Jan Albert Jan@tekserve.com 212-924-3064


